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Big Trends on

These sophisticated styles make a great first impression both on and off campus.
Campus

Students, take note of these fashionable collegiate-wear trends that are perfect for class, internships or socializing at the clubs. Purple and gray is a must-do combination for dressy occasions, while neon orange and lime green give casual wear a unique pop of color. Native American patterns, textured prints and relaxed styles are all signature looks for the latest fall wardrobes.
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GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS
(clockwise from left)
NICO brokers a deal in an Elie Tahari pais button-down and solid polo and Theory pants from Bloomingdale’s. Wayne. CAITLIN ponders her business plan in a Pippa dot top and Theory pants from Bloomingdale’s. Wayne. CHARINA takes charge in a Theory tank top and blazer and DKNY skirt from Bloomingdale’s. Wayne.

Continued on next page
TAKING STOCK

Quinn conducts business as usual in an Iz Byer top and cardigan from Kohl’s. Wayne and Theory pants from Bloomingdales. Wayne: Dallas trades with ease in a Michael Kors plaid dress shirt from Bloomingdales. Wayne and Chaps jacket and Dockers pants from Kohl’s. Wayne.
JUST CHILLIN’

(clockwise from top left) CAITLIN rests assured in a Billabong jacket and tee and Levi’s jeans from Berkshire General Store, Totowa. NICO settles in with a Buffalo tee. Converse sneakers and John Varvatos jeans from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne. QUINN is happy to hang out in her Free People double tank top and sweater, Theory jeans and Sam Edelman shoes from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne. DALLAS anxiously waits in a Billabong plaid button-down.

Alternative pullover hoodie and Lee Vintage Denim jeans from Berkshire General Store, Totowa. CHARINA gives her beau the boot in a Vintage Havana top, Juicy Couture jacket. AG jeans and Frye boots from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne. NICO (left) gives good advice in a Billabong plaid shirt, Lee Ruthless jeans, Rothschild jacket and iPath shoes from Berkshire General Store, Totowa. QUINN (right) listens in his Ben Sherman shirt, Diesel plaid button-down and Dockers jeans from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne. and K-Swiss Tubes running shoes from Famous Footwear, Wayne.

CLASSROOM CASUAL

(opposite page) QUINN is comfortable in a Free People tank top and sweater, Hard Tail leggings and Minnetonka moccasins from Berkshire General Store, Totowa. CAITLIN looks casual in an Aqua tank top, BCBG MAXAZRIA sweater, 7 For All Mankind jeans and Ugg boots from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne. CHARINA finds peace in a Billabong tank top and striped sweater, Levi’s jeans and Minnetonka fringe boots from Berkshire General Store, Totowa.
SOCIAL THREADS

(clockwise from top left) CAITLIN is sparkling in an Aqua sequin tank and blazer and BCBG MAXAZRIA leggings from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne, and Steve Madden Taleah sandals from Famous Footwear, Wayne. CHARINA wants to dance in BCBG MAXAZRIA top and skirt from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne and Steve Madden Maine pumps from Famous Footwear, Wayne. QUINN is ready to rock in her A.B. Studio print dress from Kohl’s, Wayne and Dolce Vita Jade sandals from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne. MICO will be socializing in a John Varvatos shirt and Diesel jeans from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne and Madden dress shoes from Famous Footwear, Wayne.

(opposite) DALLAS looks forward to clubbing in a Hugo Boss button-up shirt and Diesel jacket and jeans from Bloomingdale’s, Wayne.
WHY'S NOT TO WEAR

For great style advice, check out The Fashion Minute (www.thefashionminute.com), a blog by William Paterson University intern and fashion advisor Kelly Moran. “I created my website,” she says, “to share my passion for fashion and my budget-conscious yet trendy finds with others.” Moran takes runway and celebrity looks and offers affordable alternatives that can be found at local retail and online stores. She also offers practical advice about how clothes should fit different body types, what colors work with particular complexions, how to wear accessories and where to find the latest coupon codes and sales.

Here are a few of her tips for fall 2011...

KELLY MORAN’S FALL ACCESSORY PREVIEW:

CUFF BRACELETS
Expect to see these timeless pieces in silver, gold or copper tones with smooth and textured designs creating a sophisticated arm candy.

PIH-N-PH-SIZE POUCHES
Less is more this season. Designers are stepping away from bedazzled, printed and logo bags and going with a more simplistic palette of eye-popping colors.

HIGH-HEELED LOAFERS
An autumn must-have, loafers have gotten a makeover to transform the once preppy kicks into a modern heel ideal for any occasion. Pair them with knee high socks, tights, leggings or flare jeans for a retro look.

ANKLE-STRAPPED HEELS
Providing a 1970’s vibe, designers are adding a modern touch with lots of bling, bold colors and fierce prints.

HOT COLORS FOR FALL
Red (dark shades to add subtle color to an outfit); Silver (provides a futuristic vibe to accessories making them a sure standout); Cobalt (regal tones make for polished and refined designs); Pale Pink (for a romantic feel).